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I. INTRODUCTION
The spectra of simple molecular ions can provide detailed information on ion-neutral interactions, which is of value in many areas of physics and chemistry. The spectra of long-range states are particularly interesting, because they also provide information on how quantum numbers and energy level patterns behave near dissociation limits, where the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is unreliable and nonadiabatic couplings play an important role. The analogous long-range states of neutral molecules have become particularly topical recently, because of interest in photoassociation spectroscopy 1 and the production of ultracold molecules in laser-cooled gases and Bose-Einstein condensates. 2 In previous work, the spectra of near-dissociation states of HeAr ϩ ͑Ref. 3͒, HeKr ϩ ͑Ref. 4͒, and Ne 2 ϩ ͑Ref. 5͒ have been observed. The spectra were then used to determine complete sets of potential energy curves, and the couplings between them, for levels correlating with the 2 P 3/2 and 2 P 1/2 states of the atomic halogen cations. For HeAr ϩ and Ne 2 ϩ , the levels were found to be described by a coupling scheme close to Hund's case ͑c͒, with quantum numbers L ͑atomic orbital angular momentum͒, S ͑atomic spin angular momentum͒, J a ͑atomic total angular momentum͒, J ͑total angular momentum including end-over-end rotation͒, and ⍀ ͑the projection of J and J a onto the internuclear axis͒. Even for HeAr ϩ , however, the rotational couplings between states of different ⍀ are strong, so that ⍀ is not a good quantum number. For HeKr ϩ , because of an accidental neardegeneracy between vibrational states for different values of ⍀, this effect occurs in an extreme form. The result is that HeKr ϩ exhibits almost pure case ͑e͒, in which ⍀ is replaced by R, the space-fixed rotational angular momentum of the diatomic molecule. In case ͑e͒, there are no quantum numbers at all that describe projections onto the internuclear axis.
The purpose of the present paper is to extend this work to HeN ϩ , for which near-dissociation spectra have also been observed by Carrington et al. 6 In this case, however, the spectra are much sparser and have not previously been assigned. We therefore use high-accuracy ab initio calculations to predict rovibronic levels, and then investigate feasible ways in which the potentials can be adjusted to give agreement with experiment. The adjustment is done using a variant of the ''morphing'' procedure of Meuwly and Hutson, 7 with energy and distance scaling factors for each of the spinfree potential curves. This procedure has antecedents in the work of Bowman and co-workers. [8] [9] [10] [11] Before considering HeN ϩ in detail, it is useful to review the fine and hyperfine levels of the N ϩ ion itself. The ground state of N ϩ has a 2s 2 2 p 2 configuration, which gives rise to 1 S, 3 P, and 1 D states. Only the 3 P state is important in the present discussion, with 3 P 0 , 3 P 1 , and 3 P 2 spin-orbit states. N nucleus has spin Iϭ1, so hyperfine structure can exist both through the nuclear magnetic moment and through the nuclear electric quadrupole moment. However, the quadrupole coupling is relatively weak, with a quadrupole constant BϭϪ3.64 MHz.
12, 13 The 3 P 0 state of the free N ϩ ion has no hyperfine structure because of angular momentum constraints, and for the 3 P 1 state the magnetic coupling is so small that the quadrupole splitting dominates; the components of the 3 P 1 state are spread over only 13 MHz. For the 3 P 2 state the magnetic coupling is much larger (A 2 ϭ94.59 MHz͒ and the hyperfine levels are spread over 480 MHz.
If spin-orbit coupling is neglected, as in a standard ab initio calculation, He interacts with N ϩ ( 3 P) to produce two electronic states, 3 tively. The ⌺ state corresponds to approach of He along the axis of the unoccupied p orbital, while the ⌸ state corresponds to approach along the axis of one of the two singlyoccupied p orbitals. Accordingly, the He atom can approach much closer for ⌺ than for ⌸, and the ⌺ curve is much deeper than the ⌸ curve; the depths are approximately 2000 cm Ϫ1 and 200 cm Ϫ1 , respectively. When spin-orbit coupling is included, the situation is considerably more complicated. At short range, where the spin-orbit coupling is small compared to the separation between the ⌺ and ⌸ states, ⌳ is nearly conserved. At long range, however, where the spin-orbit coupling is large compared to the separation, the atomic total angular momentum J a is nearly conserved. At both long and short range, the Born-Oppenheimer curves ͑though not necessarily the rovibronic levels͒ are characterized by a quantum number ⍀. At long range ⍀ is the projection of J a onto the internuclear axis and at short range it is ⌳ϩ⌺, the sum of the projections of the orbital and spin angular momenta. The resulting curves are qualitatively as shown in Fig. 1 ; it may be seen that the J a ϭ0, ⍀ϭ0 and J a ϭ1, ͉⍀͉ϭ1 curves correlate with the deep 3 ⌺ well, while the remaining four curves correlate with the shallow ⌸ well.
The projection ⍀ is a good quantum number for the potential curves, but not for the rovibronic states. For J 0, rotational ͑Coriolis͒ coupling connects states with ⌬⍀ ϭϮ1 and introduces ⍀-doubling, which splits a rovibronic state with ͉⍀͉ 0 into parity-adapted combinations. Parityadapted combinations with parity (Ϫ1) J are called e levels, while those with parity (Ϫ1)
Jϩ1 are called f levels. 14 The e/ f labeling is also used for ⍀ϭ0 levels, which are e states for J a ϭ0 and 2 but are f states for J a ϭ1. Electric dipole transitions obey the selection rules ⌬Jϭ0, e↔ f and ⌬JϭϮ1, e↔e and f ↔ f .
14 ͑Vibronic states with ⍀ϭ0, Ϯ1, and Ϯ2 are also sometimes referred to as ⌺, ⌸, and ⌬ states, respectively: this nomenclature should not be confused with that describing electronic states with ⌳ϭ0 Ϯ1, etc., and is avoided in the present paper.͒
II. EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION
The spectrum of HeN ϩ was first observed by Carrington et al. 6 using a mass-selected ion beam exposed to tunable microwave radiation. The experiment detects fragment ions produced either directly by the radiation or ͑more commonly͒ by electric field dissociation of high-lying bound states. It is thus sensitive only to transitions for which one level lies close to or above the dissociation limit.
Four structured transitions were observed in Ref. 6 , at approximately 22.5, 31.5, 38.5, and 61.1 GHz. The 22.5, 31.5, and 38.5 GHz transitions showed resolved triplet hyperfine structure, while the 61.1 GHz transition appeared unsplit. Double resonance experiments performed later 15 showed that the 61.1 GHz single resonance is connected to both the 22.5 GHz triplet and 38.5 GHz transitions. The four energy levels involved must therefore lie near a single dissociation threshold. Moreover, the experiment showed that one energy level is involved in all three transitions. We will call this level the central level, and the remainder end levels. The hyperfine analysis also showed that the 61.1 GHz transition is connected to all three components of the 22.5 and 38.5 GHz transitions. This means that the 61.1 GHz transition is in fact a triplet with very closely spaced hyperfine structure. The resulting energy level pattern is as shown in Fig. 2 , with some possible variations: the whole level pattern can be turned upside-down, and the end level of the 61.1 GHz transition may be either above or below the central level; however, the end levels of the 22.5 and 38.5 GHz transitions must be on opposite sides of the central level.
There are several possible interpretations of the small hyperfine splitting of the 61.1 GHz transition. A pure Hund's case ͑c͒ state with ⍀ϭ0 has no magnetic hyperfine structure, even for J a 0. However, it must be remembered that neither J a nor ⍀ is accurately conserved in the complex, and it seems likely that Coriolis couplings ͑which mix states with FIG. 1. Hund's case ͑c͒ potential energy curves for the HeN ϩ complex. ͑a͒ overview; ͑b͒ curves near dissociation. Solid curves correspond to ⍀ϭ0 states, dashed curves to ͉⍀͉ϭ1 states, and the dotted curve to the ͉⍀͉ϭ2 state. The labels against individual levels indicate vibrational quantum numbers. ⌬⍀ϭϮ1) will introduce significant hyperfine splittings for any level of the complex with J a ϭ2, even if ⍀ is nominally zero. Thus it seems likely that both levels involved in the 61.1 GHz transition have predominantly 3 P 0 or 3 P 1 , ⍀ϭ0 character. ͑This differs from the assignment suggested in Ref. 15 , which is to a J a ϭ2 transition close to the 3 P 2 threshold.͒ Our assignment is supported by the absence of a measurable Zeeman effect for the 61.1 GHz transition; the Zeeman effect also vanishes for pure ⍀ϭ0 states. The 22.5 and 31.5 GHz transitions broaden under an applied magnetic field, while the 38.5 GHz transition splits to give at least 19 partially resolved Zeeman components. 15 It was concluded from the Zeeman pattern that J for this transition is fairly low (Jϭ3 or 4͒.
The double resonance experiments 15 revealed additional very weak hyperfine components and made it possible to assign the 22.5 GHz transition as ⌬Jϭ0 and the 38.5 GHz transition as ⌬JϭϮ1.
The final piece of experimental information comes from the microwave power levels needed to observe the different transitions. 6 The 38.5 and 61.1 GHz transitions were observed at low power, and correspond to strong transitions. The 22.5 GHz and 31.5 GHz transitions required power levels a thousand times higher, so are much weaker. No other transitions were observed between 6 and 170 GHz despite extensive searching.
III. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Interaction potentials
The quality of an ab initio interaction potential depends greatly on the computational method and basis set employed.
Our aim is to generate potential energy curves at the highest affordable level of theory and then adjust them to fit experimental data. In the present work, we have used a spinrestricted open-shell variant 16 of the coupled-cluster method 17 with direct single and double excitations and a perturbative treatment of triples ͑RCCSD͑T͒͒. An augmented correlation-consistent polarized valence quintuple-zeta basis set 18 ͑aug-cc-pV5Z͒ was used ͑in its uncontracted form͒ for both He and N. In the He basis set we replaced 8 exponents of the 1s orbital by 12 exponents. The resulting basis set contains 230 uncontracted Gaussian-type orbitals ͑GTOs͒, including higher angular momentum and diffuse basis functions. There are 86 GTOs on He (12s5 p4d3 f 2g) and 144 GTOs on N (15s9 p5d4 f 3g2h). All orbitals ͑not just valence orbitals͒ were correlated in the calculations.
The interaction potential V(r) is defined as the electronic energy W(r) of the complex with respect to that of the monomers. In practice, it is important to include the counterpoise ͑CP͒ correction for basis-set superposition error ͑BSSE͒, 19 so the monomer energies are also calculated in the complete supermolecular basis set and the interaction energy is calculated from
Comparison of the monomer energies with those calculated in the monomer basis set alone shows that the total BSSE is no larger than 10 cm Ϫ1 and 2 cm Ϫ1 in the regions of the 3 ⌺ Ϫ and 3 ⌸ potential wells, respectively. This indicates that BSSE is almost converged with respect to the basis set. ͓Note that RCCSD͑T͒ calculations with the contracted augcc-pV5Z basis set give much larger counterpoise corrections, of 62 cm Ϫ1 and 7 cm Ϫ1 , respectively.͔ The CP-corrected interaction energies were calculated for 40 points on the 3 ⌺ Ϫ curve and 37 points on the 3 ⌸ curve, at bond lengths from 1.6 a 0 to 30 a 0 . The results are listed in Table I . All the ab initio calculations were carried out using the MOLPRO 2000.1 program suite. 20 Potential energy curves V ⌺ (r) and V ⌸ (r) were constructed from the ab initio points using the reciprocal power reproducing kernel Hilbert space interpolation procedure ͑RP-RKHS͒. 21, 22 In order to obtain the correct long-range behavior of the interaction potential,
we interpolated with respect to r 2 as described in Ref. 23 using the RP-RKHS parameters mϭ1 and nϭ2. The resulting curves allow us to determine the corresponding equilibrium bond lengths r e and the dissociation energies D e . These are summarized in Table II As mentioned above, the splitting between the spin-free 3 ⌺ Ϫ and 3 ⌸ states in the long-range region (RϾ6 a 0 ) is comparable to or smaller than the spin-orbit coupling. Under these circumstances, the projection quantum numbers ⌳ and ⌺ ͓Hund's case ͑a͔͒ do not provide an adequate characterization of the curves near dissociation. Instead, the curves are labeled by quantum numbers J a and ͉⍀͉ for the total angular momentum of the N ϩ atomic ion and its projection onto the interatomic axis. The 3 P 0 ground state of N ϩ gives rise to an ⍀ϭ0 state, the 3 P 1 state gives rise to ͉⍀͉ϭ0 and 1, and 3 P 2 gives rise to ͉⍀͉ϭ0, 1, and 2.
The case ͑c͒ potential energy curves of HeN ϩ were obtained from the spin-free 3 ⌺ Ϫ and 3 ⌸ curves by assuming that the atomic L and S quantum numbers are conserved in the molecular ion and that the spin-orbit operator retains its atomic form ͓diagonal in the case ͑c͒ basis set͔ at all interatomic distances. Experimental values 12, 13 of 48.7385 and 82.0368 cm Ϫ1 were used for the energy separations between the 3 P 0 , 3 P 1 , and 3 P 2 spin-orbit states of N ϩ . The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 1 . The corresponding equilibrium bond lengths r e and dissociation energies D e are listed in Table III . The curves are significantly deeper than the ab initio MRD-CI curves by Buenker and Gu, 27 where the spinorbit coupling was taken into account a priori. This difference may be attributed mostly to the significantly larger basis set used to generate the spin-free curves in the present study, rather than to the approximations introduced in the spinorbit treatment here or to the different ab initio method used by Buenker and Gu. 27 To verify this, we carried out singlepoint MRCI calculations at the potential minima, using the same basis set as for the RCCSD͑T͒ calculations. The resulting well depths were 1981 cm Ϫ1 and 200 cm Ϫ1 for the 3 ⌺ Ϫ and 3 ⌸ states, respectively. These cannot be corrected for BSSE at the MRCI level, because the MRCI method is not size-consistent. However, assuming that the BSSE correction is the same for MRCI as for RCCSD͑T͒, this suggests well depths of 1971 cm Ϫ1 and 198 cm Ϫ1 , respectively.
B. Bound and quasibound states
The methods used to carry out bound-state calculations on HeN ϩ in the present work are almost exactly the same as those described in Ref. 3 . The Schrödinger equation for each total angular momentum J and total parity is written as a set of coupled differential equations in a Hund's case ͑e͒ basis set. 28 The basis functions are described by quantum numbers L, S, and J a for the atomic ion, the end-over-end ͑mechanical rotation͒ quantum number R, and the total angular momentum J. The case ͑e͒ basis functions do not have any quantum numbers describing projections of angular momenta onto the internuclear axis. The interaction potential, the rotational coupling and the atomic spin-orbit coupling are all fully taken into account. The atomic L and S quantum numbers are taken to be conserved in the molecular ion; the spin-orbit operator is assumed to retain its atomic form at all inter- atomic distances, and experimental values are used for the energies of the free atomic ion ͑threshold energies͒.
The parity of the basis functions is important in understanding the allowed transitions and dissociation processes. All the states of N ϩ arising from a 2p 2 configuration have even parity, regardless of J a , so that the parity of the case ͑e͒ functions is simply (Ϫ1)
R . The lowest dissociation channel for e levels ͓parity (Ϫ1) J ] correlates with the N ϩ ( 3 P 0 ) dissociation limit, while for f levels ͓parity (Ϫ1) Jϩ1 ] it correlates with the HeϩN ϩ ( 3 P 1 ) limit. Therefore, in the energy region between the 3 P 0 and 3 P 1 thresholds, the f levels are bound and the e levels can predissociate.
The bound-state calculations in the present work were carried out using the BOUND program. 29, 30 The coupled equations were solved subject to bound-state boundary conditions using the diabatic modified log-derivative method, 31 with a grid from 0.9 Å to 27.0 Å. The equations were solved using step sizes hϭ0.005 Å and 0.01 Å and the results were extrapolated to zero step size using Richardson h 4 extrapolation. 29 The resulting eigenvalues are converged to better than 1 MHz.
Positions and widths of quasibound states were determined by the method of Ashton, Child, and Hutson. 32 The S matrix eigenphase sum spectrum was obtained by closecoupled scattering calculations at many energies across each resonance, using the MOLSCAT program. 33 The coupled equations were again solved using the diabatic modified logderivative method, 31 for step size 0.01 Å and a grid from 0.9 Å to 67.0 Å. The eigenphase sums near the resonance were then fitted to the generalized Breit-Wigner formula 34 to give the position and width of the quasibound state. The fitting was performed using the RESFIT program. 35 The results of the calculations are given in Tables IV, V , and VI. The coupled-channel calculations give numerically exact energy levels, including all nonadiabatic couplings within the manifold of electronic states included. However, they do not give quantum number assignments directly. To obtain such assignments, we also solved the Schrödinger equation using the LEVEL program 36 for each adiabatic potential energy curve. The curves were obtained by diagonalizing the electronic and spin-orbit Hamiltonian for each value of ͉⍀͉ on a grid on internuclear distances, including the diagonal centrifugal term ͑but not the Coriolis terms offdiagonal in ⍀). The resulting energy levels are included in Tables IV, V , and VI and shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . The adiabatic energy level pattern is close enough to the one from the coupled-channel calculations to allow unambiguous assignment of case ͑c͒ quantum numbers to nearly all the levels. The ͉⍀͉ labels are approximate, because they neglect derivative couplings and the rotational ͑Coriolis͒ coupling between levels that differ by ⌬⍀ϭϮ1, but they are nevertheless conceptually useful. The J a labels are more approximate still, because even at the adiabatic level the electronic Hamiltonian mixes levels with different J a for a given ⍀.
C. Potential and coordinate scaling
Ab initio potentials, even if calculated at a very high level of theory, are not usually accurate enough to reproduce spectroscopic results exactly. However, such potentials provide a good starting point for potential scaling or morphing 7 to achieve agreement with the experimental data. In this pa- TABLE IV. Calculated Hund's case ͑c͒ levels (E c ) and the corresponding coupled-channel levels and their widths (E and ⌫) for ⍀ϭ0 curves and J ϭ0 on the unmorphed RCCSD͑T͒ potential. The two coupled-channel levels marked with * are strongly mixed combinations of J a ϭ0 and 2. 
where Xϭ⌺ or ⌸. The scaling parameters ⌺ , ⌺ , ⌸ , and ⌸ are determined by least-squares fits to the experimental transition frequencies making use of the I-NOLLS program.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have calculated all the bound and quasibound rovibronic states of HeN ϩ for Jр5 on the unmorphed RCCSD͑T͒ potential. Above Jϭ5 the levels are very sparse, and groups of levels that could produce the double-resonance results do not exist. The levels immediately below each of the three dissociation limits are shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5. The levels below the 3 P 0 threshold ͑Fig. 3͒ show a pattern typical of Hund's case ͑c͒; each level has a reasonably welldefined ⍀ quantum number, with the levels forming identifiable rotational progressions starting at Jϭ͉⍀͉. Close to the 3 P 1 threshold, however, the level pattern is quite different ͑Fig. 4͒. The progression starting around 41.5 cm Ϫ1 can be satisfactorily explained in terms of case ͑c͒ quantum numbers, but the pattern of the higher levels is characteristic of Hund's case ͑e͒: there are no pairings of odd and even parity levels for a given value of ͉⍀͉, but instead the levels are grouped into ''horizontal'' sets of three, of the same parity and thus alternating e/ f character, corresponding to states with the same value of the rotational quantum number R and JϭRϪ1, R and Rϩ1. This arises in much the same way as in HeKr ϩ ͑Ref. 4͒: there is a close near-degeneracy between the vibrational levels J a ϭ1, ⍀ϭ0, vϭ4 and J a ϭ1, ͉⍀͉ ϭ1, vϭ10, and to a lesser extent between the corresponding ⍀ϭ0, vϭ3 and ͉⍀͉ϭ1, vϭ9 levels; the near-degenerate ⍀ϭ0 and 1 levels are then completely mixed by the rotational ͑Coriolis͒ coupling. Below the 3 P 2 threshold ͑Fig. 5͒, the pattern is a complicated one that is not close to either case ͑c͒ or case ͑e͒. One feature of the energy level diagrams is at first sight surprising, at least to those familiar with the energy levels of atom-diatom van der Waals complexes, which are in many ways closely analogous. This is that J a ϭ1 levels with J ϭ0 ͑and thus ⍀ϭ0) have odd rather than even parity and are thus f levels. For atom-diatom van der Waals complexes, all Jϭ0 levels have even parity. The difference arises because the 3 P 1 state of N ϩ itself has even parity, by contrast to the jϭ1 state of a diatomic molecule which has odd parity. TABLE V. Calculated Hund's case ͑c͒ levels (E c ) and the corresponding e/ f coupled-channel levels (E) and their widths (⌫) for ͉⍀͉ϭ1 curves and Jϭ1 on the unmorphed RCCSD͑T͒ potential. Coupled channel levels indicated with * cannot be assigned unambiguously in terms of case ͑c͒ quantum numbers. The first experimental question to be addressed is which of the thresholds is involved in the group of transitions connected by double resonance. We need to find four levels in the right pattern, connected by transitions at approximately 61.1, 38.5, and 22.5 GHz. The calculated levels are clearly densest near the 3 P 2 and 3 P 1 thresholds, so at first sight these seem to offer attractive possibilities. However, on closer inspection it turns out that the widths of the quasibound states are not compatible with such an assignment. The transitions involved in double resonance are all sharp, with line widths around 1 MHz (3ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm Ϫ1 ). Between the 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 thresholds, all the levels are quasibound, with calculated widths ranging from 9.7ϫ10 Ϫ4 cm Ϫ1 to 1.36 cm Ϫ1 . Between the 3 P 0 and 3 P 1 thresholds, e levels ͓parity (Ϫ1) J ] are quasibound while f levels ͓parity (Ϫ1) Jϩ1 ] are bound. The ⌬JϭϮ1 transitions could thus be bound-bound transitions, but as discussed above the 22.5 GHz transition is assigned as ⌬Jϭ0, so would have to involve a quasibound level if it was above the 3 P 0 threshold. The narrowest quasibound states that we have identified in this region are e levels that in a case ͑c͒ description belong to sequences with J a ϭ1, ͉⍀͉ϭ1 for vϭ8, 9, and 10. In a case ͑e͒ description, they have RϭJ. The widths range from 0.012 cm Ϫ1 (Jϭ1, vϭ10) to 0.442 cm Ϫ1 (Jϭ5, vϭ8) . Even the narrowest of these are not consistent with the sharp lines observed experimentally.
Levels arising from J a ϭ2, ͉⍀͉ϭ1 or 2 might also produce narrow quasibound states. However, there are no ͉⍀͉ ϭ2 levels that could be shifted to near the 3 P 1 threshold by a plausible change in the potential, and the J a ϭ2, ͉⍀͉ϭ1 e states are found to be far too broad to give sharp lines in the spectrum.
We thus conclude that the four states involved in the transitions connected by double resonance all lie just below the 3 P 0 threshold. Before looking for a more specific assignment, it is important to understand how sensitive the different levels are to small changes in the potential curves, especially the well depths. It is reasonable to suppose that the RCCSD͑T͒ curves could have well depths that are in error by up to about 3% for 3 ⌺ and up to about 10% for 3 ⌸ ͑because of the larger contribution of dispersion in the latter case͒. This corresponds to about 15% of a vibrational spacing ͑near the minimum͒ for the ⌺ curve and about 20% of a vibrational spacing for the ⌸ curve. For near-dissociation levels that lie on the dissociating curve, the vibrational spacing near dissociation is low, so the level positions are relatively insensitive to such changes in the potential: the levels slide up or down the curve a little as the depth changes, and the rotational spacings ͑for a given J,JЈ) decrease or increase slightly as the levels slide up or down. However, the effects are not drastic. For levels that belong to higher curves, by contrast, the local vibrational spacing is still large near the 3 P 0 threshold, so much larger changes in energy can be caused by small changes in the potential.
The ⌬Jϭ0 transition at 22.5 GHz has a large hyperfine splitting, so must involve a state with J a Ͼ0 character. Its frequency is thus likely to be very strongly potentialdependent, so we defer attempting to assign it. However, the 38.5 and 61.1 GHz transitions, with ⌬JϭϮ1, plausibly involve levels that lie on the curve that is dissociating to N ϩ ( 3 P 0 ), whose energies should be relatively weakly potentialdependent. The 38.5 GHz transition is very strong, and is at too low a frequency to be a vibrational transition; by far the best candidate for it is the Jϭ3←2 transition for vϭ9 of the curve correlating with N ϩ ( 3 P 0 ), which lies at 39.7 GHz on the unmorphed potential. This can be brought into agreement with experiment by making the ⌺ potential slightly shallower ͑by about 2%͒, so that the levels move up towards dissociation and to correspondingly larger distance.
The assignment of the 61.1 GHz transition is less clearcut. It could be the Jϭ4←3 transition in the same sequence as the 38.5 GHz transition. However, if the potential is morphed to reduce the frequency of the Jϭ3←2 transition from 39.7 to 38.5 GHz, that of the Jϭ4←3 transition will also to be reduced, from 50.4 GHz, unless a specific level interaction ͑perturbation͒ shifts one of the levels. Such a perturbation is not implausible, but there is another possibility: moving the vϭ9 level up the well to reduce its rotational constant could bring the vϭ10←9, Jϭ2←3 transition down from 94.8 GHz to the required 61.1 GHz.
If the 38.5 GHz transition is a pure rotational Jϭ3←2 transition, the fact that there is much more hyperfine splitting in one of its levels than the other requires explanation. This issue will be addressed below.
There is no good frequency match on the unmorphed potential for the 22.5 GHz transition. As discussed above, this transition is assigned experimentally as ⌬Jϭ0, and the large hyperfine splitting of its end level suggests the assignment J a ϭ2. It may be seen that there is indeed a J a ϭ2, ͉⍀͉ϭ2 f level, 191.1 GHz below the central level on the unmorphed potential. As discussed above, levels correlating with higher thresholds are expected to be very sensitive to energy scaling, and test calculations confirm that this level is very sensitive to the scaling of the 3 ⌸ curve. It may be brought up to the required 22.5 GHz above the central level by reducing the depth of the ⌸ potential by about 5%.
We thus have two possible assignments of the three transitions connected by double resonance, which differ only in the assignment of the 61.1 GHz transition as ⌬vϭ0 or ⌬v ϭ1. We have carried out least-squares fits to optimize potential scaling parameters for both these assignments. We investigated both two-parameter fits ͑with energy scaling factors ⌺ and ⌸ ) and three-parameter fits ͑with an additional single distance scaling factor ⌺ ϭ ⌸ ). Since we are fitting to only three experimental frequencies, the three-parameter fits are capable of giving an essentially exact fit to the data.
However, the ⌺ parameters in the three-parameter fits are uncomfortably small ͑Ͻ0.97͒, so we list here only the twoparameter fits; the fitted parameters are given in Table VII . The two potentials arising from the ⌬vϭ0 and 1 assignments will be referred to as the SH0 and SH1 potentials respectively. The corresponding calculated level patterns near the N ϩ 3 P 0 threshold are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. We cannot choose conclusively between the ⌬vϭ0 and ⌬vϭ1 assignments at this point. However, the hyperfine splittings of the 38.5 GHz and 61.1 GHz lines suggest that the ⌬vϭ1 assignment is preferable. The theory of the hyperfine splittings is complicated, because of the presence of both magnetic and quadrupole couplings, and is beyond the scope of the present paper. It will be developed in detail in a future publication. However, our preliminary calculations indicate that the Jϭ2 and Jϭ4 levels of the ⍀ϭ0, vϭ9 progression both have significant magnetic hyperfine splittings, because of mixing in of J a ϭ2 character. The Jϭ3 level also has a significant hyperfine splitting on the unmorphed potential, but on the morphed potentials its hyperfine splitting is very small because of an accidental cancellation of contributions. This satisfactorily explains the very small hyperfine splittings observed for the central level. Nevertheless, for the ⌬vϭ1 assignment, the 61.1 GHz line would be expected to show hyperfine structure because of the splitting of the v ϭ9, Jϭ4 level. The vϭ10, Jϭ2 level, by contrast, has a TABLE VII. Scaling parameters for the fitted SH0 and SH1 potentials. Statistical 95% confidence limits in the last digits are given in parentheses. very small hyperfine splitting, because it is an almost pure 3 P 0 state. The lack of an observable hyperfine splitting in the 61.1 GHz transition thus favors the ⌬vϭ1 assignment.
A complete set of calculated transition frequencies and intensities between levels within 5 cm Ϫ1 of dissociation is given in Tables VIII and IX for the SH1 and SH0 potentials respectively. The intensities neglect population factors, and are calculated simply as squares of dipole moment matrix elements, assuming that the dipole moment operator is simply erm He /(m He ϩm N ), corresponding to a charge of ϩe on the N atom. Observation of further transitions would provide the most satisfactory confirmation of our assignment. It should be remembered that only transitions that end on levels within about 4 cm Ϫ1 of dissociation are likely to be observed in single-resonance experiments, because of the need for electric field dissociation. In addition, it has been found for HeAr ϩ ͑Ref. 3͒ and HeKr ϩ ͑Ref. 4͒ that transitions originating in levels in the top 0.5 cm Ϫ1 of the well tend not to be observed, presumably because such levels are not strongly populated in the ion source.
The calculated intensities provide further evidence for the ⌬vϭ1 assignment; for the SH0 potential, the vϭ10 ←9, Jϭ2←3 transition at 64.58 GHz is only a factor of 7 weaker than the vϭ9, Jϭ4←3 transition, and would probably have been seen experimentally. By contrast, for the SH1 potential, the vϭ9, Jϭ4 level has been pushed up out of the well; the lack of an observed transition to it is thus no obstacle to the ⌬vϭ1 assignment.
We are not aware of any previous calculation of the energies and widths of quasibound states in a system such as this. Accordingly, we list in Tables X and XI the energies and widths of states lying just below the 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 thresholds, calculated on the SH1 potential. Once again, it may be seen that the narrowest quasibound states below the 3 P 1 threshold are the e states with J a ϭ1, which have ͉⍀͉ϭ1 in a case ͑c͒ description and RϭJ in a case ͑e͒ description. These states are narrow because the predissociation is a third-order process: the potential does not couple J a ϭ1 to J a ϭ0 and 2 for ⍀ϭ0, so the only route is The J a ϭ2, ⍀ϭ0 states below the 3 P 1 threshold are several orders of magnitude wider, because they can predissociate by direct potential coupling.
There is no plausible assignment for the isolated 31.5 GHz transition in the vicinity of the 3 P 0 threshold. It is just possible that it involves levels immediately below the 3 P 2 threshold, but this is not likely because all of them are quasibound. The narrowest such level in Table XI has a width of 7 MHz, and most of the others are much wider, so it is unlikely either that a sharp transition would be observed or that molecules in the initial state would survive long enough to enter the detection region of the spectrometer. It seems more likely that the 31.5 GHz transition originates from a bound-bound ( f ↔ f , ⌬JϭϮ1) or bound-quasibound ( f ↔e, ⌬Jϭ0) transition involving levels below the 3 P 1 threshold. There are several candidates at plausible frequen- cies, such as that between the (J,J a ,R)ϭ(4,1,3) level at 45.09 cm Ϫ1 and the (3,1,4) level at 46.13 cm Ϫ1 . The observation of a large hyperfine splitting in the 31.5 GHz transition suggests that at least one of the levels has considerable J a ϭ2 character. This is conceivable even for levels labeled J a ϭ1 because the potential can couple J a ϭ1 and 2 for ͉⍀͉Ͼ0. However, a more likely possibility is that some of the J a ϭ2, ͉⍀͉ϭ1 f levels actually lie just below rather than just above the 3 P 1 threshold, and that the 31.5 GHz transition involves one of them.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have used the near-dissociation microwave rovibronic spectra of Carrington and co-workers 6, 15 to obtain coupled potential energy curves for HeN ϩ and to analyze the behavior of its energy levels near dissociation. We have carried out high-level ab initio calculations at the RCCSD͑T͒ level, and then adjusted the curves slightly to fit the experimental frequencies. We have carried out fully coupled calculations of both bound and quasibound states lying near the N ϩ 3 P 0 , 3 P 1 , and 3 P 2 thresholds. All the quasibound states are found to have widths large enough that they would have caused observable broadening in the experimental lines.
We assign the main group of transitions, which have been shown by double resonance to share a common central level, to bound-state levels lying just below the N ϩ ( 3 P 0 ) threshold. There are two assignments that reproduce the experimental frequencies satisfactorily, but one of them ͑desig-nated SH1͒ is preferred because it explains the lack of hyperfine splitting in the 61.1 GHz line.
The levels of HeN ϩ just below the 3 P 0 dissociation threshold are qualitatively described by Hund's case ͑c͒, in which the N ϩ atomic angular momentum J a and its projection ⍀ onto the internuclear axis are nearly conserved. Nevertheless, there are significant rotational couplings, which drive a transition towards Hund's case ͑e͒ and cause large parity doublings in the case ͑c͒ levels. For levels immediately below the 3 P 1 threshold, the level pattern is more satisfactorily described with case ͑e͒ quantum numbers.
